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Abstract: In this paper, we present a technique for measur- fined baseline. The depth of an object is calculated
ing the amount of blur of an edge and using this information by measuring the displacement of image features in
to determine the distance of a micromanipulator probe these images. In our application, automatic wafer
from a waf~r surfac~ in ve':Y la~ge scale integrat!on (VLSI) probing, we have used the monocular method for
wafer probIng. In thIs applIcatIon, a soft and relIable touch obtaining the depth information. The description of
of the probe with a metal pad in the wafer is a sensitive th . th d d th .

t I It de...IS me o an e experlmen a resu s are -
operatIon. The wafer IS focused and several Images of the .b d .h .

probe while approaching the wafer are analyzed. In our scn e In t IS paper. theory , the amount of blur is calculated from the height of Recent. developments ~n VLSI wafe~ .design Indl-

the step edge and the slope of the intensity profile at the cate a shift towards design for testability [2]. The

zero crossing. Hence, our formula is simple and easy to semiconductor parameters obtained through tests

use. We estimate the distance of the probe from the surface during fabrication improve the monitoring of the on-

of the wafer and obtain a robust measure, i.e., one which going process quality and therefore the yield. The

is valid even in the presence of significant noise in the need for such process control and its yield benefits

images. In order to validate our methods, we have experi- are discussed in [3] and [4]. In wafer testing, metallic

mented with various VLSI patterns as backgrounds. probes are used to inject test vectors or to check for

continuity [4]. Input and output or test pads are used

for such probings. The test pads are intermediate
Key Words.: machIne vIsIon, depth perceptlbn, blumng, test points provided during layout design to increase

wafer probIng testability. These test pads have linear dimensions

of the order of 10 microns or less. Also, several

probings are required for testing each parameter .

1 Introduction The accurate and sensitive operation of touching a

probe onto a pad has to be performed repeatedly
Computer vision provides Important sensory Infor- .th d 1 t ... h . hl k .

lled labor...WI goo reso u Ion, requirIng Ig y s I.

matlon In many robotIc tasks. Measurement of depth S ~ t k 1 d k ha b e reported... f 1 .~ .o lar, o our now e ge, no wor s e n
of an object In a scene IS very use u InIOrmatlon ~ t t . t t . f th -~ ~o I.

conduc..lor au oma IC es Ing o e wC11ers l' r sem -

for the success of these tasks. This measurement IS t t d .~ t .
ng W are presor parame ers unng manulac un .e -

required for obstacle avoidance and navigation, pose tl d 1 ... 1 to t m ~or auen y eve opIng a mlcromanlpu a r sys e Ii -
determInation, InSpectIon, manIpulation, and as- bl f b. [ I] Th h d £ d. tomatlng such high resolution tasks as wafer probIng

sem yo o ~ects .e ~et ? s or Istance mea- [5]. The system is being automated with visual infor-

surement can be categorized Into two subclasses. t . b . d ~ ~ db kTh fi . I 1 .. 1 ..ma Ion elng use lor lee ac .
e rst IS monocu ar, re ylng on a sIng e viewpoInt.

The second is nonmonocular requiring two or more

images from cameras displaced laterally along a de- 1.1 Experimental Set-up

Our set-up consists of a VLSI wafer probing station

complete with a microscope, probe platform,

Address reprint requests to: R. V. Dantu, Bell-Northern Re- probes, wafer chuck, and a 256 x 256 CCD camera.

search Ltd., Ottawa, Canada KIY 4H7. Through-the-microscope images can be captured,
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Figure 2. Figure showing the probe approaching the pad in
the experimental set-up.

must be established. This includes the proximity of
the probe to the wafer which is determined from the
depth of the object. Hence, the measurement of the
depth of the probe is a vital task in this automation.
As described in the experimental set-up, we only
have a single view of the probe along the optical
axis of the light source. Hence, we have to measure
distance using only the available data, that is, the
pixel value of the image of the probe. We have used
two modes of measurement. The first mode is ap-
plied when the probe is far from the wafer. In this
case, the pixel values are corrupted by the bright
light of the through-the-lens microscope (Figure 2).
Hence, we cannot use the absolute values of the
probe pixels for measurement. We have devised a
method for measuring the distance using the degree
of sharpness of the edges in the image. In our appli-
cation, the scene is comprised of the probe on a
background of pads in the VLSI wafer. We have
chosen the information around the edges of the
probe for the measurement of sharpness. A parame-
ter related to sharpness is the blur around an edge.
The amount of blur in a defocused object is inversely
proportional to the sharpness of the object. We have
developed a method of measuring the blur in the
image which we then relate to the distance from the
probe to the wafer .

The second mode of measurement is used when
the probe is close to, but not touching the wafer. In
this mode, the image of the probe is obtained from
the difference of two images, one when the probe is

completely outside the viewing angle, i.e. an image
of background, and the other when the probe is in
the vicinity of the wafer. These probe pixels are
collected at different instants while the probe ap-
proaches the wafer. Suppose the pixel values take a

Figure I. The experimental set-up.

displayed and transferred to back-end processors
for further processing. The experimental set-up is
shown in Figure I. In this set-up, the probe tips
are fixed obliquely to the optical axis. Also for our
experimental work, the wafer is fixed and the probe
is lowered using the vertical drive provided by the
probe platform of the VLSI test station. The probes
are currently under manual control, and can be inter-
faced to a variety of analyzing equipment for signa-
ture or parameter analysis. Currently, our main re-
search effort is in processing the acquired images
and extracting parameters related to wafer orienta-
tion, pad and probe identification. We are using vi-
sion to determine the distance of the probe from the
wafer so that accurate guidance of the probe can be
achieved.

1.2 Need for Soft Touch of the Probe
with the Pad
In order to insert test vectors for signature analysis,
the probes have to make good electrical contact with
the pads. The probe tip is very fragile and has a
thickness of less than a micron. Hence for nonde-
structive testing of a wafer, the probe should have
zero velocity. Our observation has shown that when
the probe is being lowered and the velocity of move-
ment is small, upon contact the probe does not ini-
tially pierce the pad but slides on the pad without
scratching the surface. This phenomenon has given
us the means of determining touch nondestructively
and also making a good electrical contact. Hence,
for a soft touch, guidance of the probe to the pad is
a critical operation.

In order to achieve closed loop control of the
probe, the position of the probe relative to its target
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set of discrete values {YI' Y2' Y3' ..., Yn}. The scribed this method using experimental data. Ini-
mean and variance of the probe (after subtracting the tially, the first derivative of the intensity profile per-
background) is calculated. These parameters start pendicular to the edge direction is computed. The
decreasing as the probe gets more and more into derivative function is bell shaped with a peak at the
focus and begin to increase as the probe starts sliding location of the edge. The width W of this distribution
on the wafer. The dip in variance and mean with peak is evaluated. Grossmann also suggested a linear
respect to distance is identified as touch. Further relationship between Wand the distance d from the
details are given in [6]. focused plane. The constant of proportionality was

As the probe approaches the wafer, images are determined through calibration using experimental
captured at various instants and the two methods data. However, Grossmann concluded that this
are applied for every probing operation. In this pa- method is ill defined and sensitive to noise. No fur-
per, we discuss the first method for estimating the ther improvements on this method have been re-
distance. In the following sections we describe the ported so far .
measurement of the degree of blur of the edges and Pentland [8] used the second derivative of the
relate this to the distance of the object. In section 2, intensity profile for calculating the blur in an image.
the previous work done in perception of depth using The blurred image of a point object is considered as
a single view is reviewed. A theoretical relation for the point spread function of the optical system. This
estimation of blur near the edges is derived in section function is usually modeled by a two-dimensional
3. In section 4, an algorithm for implementation of Gaussian G(r,O") with a spatial constant 0" and radial
this relation is described. Finally, the algorithm is distance r [8]. The value of 0" in this model is the
applied to a synthetic image and to experimental radius of the imaged point' s ' 'blur circle' , or the blur

data, and the results are described in sections 5 and parameter. A direct relation exists between the value
6, respectively. of 0" and the distance of the imaged point. This is

given by the following expression [8].

2 Past Work in Perception of Depth using Fvo
S ' I V ' D = (2)

mg e lew vo- F- O'f

Measurement of depth from focusing/defocusing has. .
been studied by several researchers [7-13]. Initial where Vo IS the distance between the lens and the
work concentrated on automatic focusing algo- i~age plane (i.e. , the sensor location in t~e camera),
rithms. Hausler and Korner [13] used the following fls the f-number of the lens syst~m, F IS t~e focal
focus function for finding the extrema of intensity: length of the lens system, and 0" IS the spatial con-

stant of the point spread function. So, the spread

N Ial ( ) I parameter 0" of the Gaussian distribution is inversely
R(z) = L T' (1) proportional to the depth D of the object in the scene.

n=O Z It is then possible to determine the distance of an

...object from the camera by estimating the value of 0" .
:-",here.n IS th.e numbe.r ofpl.xels c~n.sldered and I(x,z) Pentland [8] used the Laplacian operator of the
IS the IntensIty function wIth posItion x and depth z. intensity profiles near the edges for the calculation
They expected R(z) to have. only one lowest ex.tre- of 0" .He derived the following expression for the
~um at th~ best f?cus. ~t t.hls extrem.um the denva- calculation of the spread parameter 0" of the
tlve of the Image IntensIty IS zero. This method may Gaussian distribution as a linear regression of X2be useful for automatic focusing, but in our applica- .

tion since we analyze the grey values of the pixels
on one side of the focus plane (i.e. , when z is positive In ~ -.!:!.- = In I~ I (3)
or negative), we cannot use this technique. More- V21T0'3 20'2 x

over it is also our intention to estimate the proximity
of the probe to the wafer. where x is the variable perpendicular to the edge and

A recent approach to depth perception is to mea- 8 is the step height of the edge. By estimating the
sure the degree of blur in the image. To our knowl- value of 0" Pentland determined the distance of the
edge, three researchers, Grossmann [14], Pentland image point. In this approach the Laplacian C(x,Y)
[8], and Subbarao [12] have used edge information around each edge is calculated. The value of 8 is

in measurement of depth of objects. A method of taken to be constant.
obtaining depth profiles from the sharpness of the Subbarao [12] considered the first derivative of
edges was first used by Grossmann. The author de- the intensity profiles perpendicular to each edge and~
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Figure 3. Images of the probe while approaching a uniform
background.

calculated the distance of the object using the
formula

( III ]u = kDs (4)

f u s

where k is the camera constant,jis the focal length
of the lens, D is the diameter of the lens, s is the
distance from the lens to the image detector plane,
u is the distance of the object from the lens and u is
the spread parameter (or blur parameter) of the line
spread function. Subbarao computed the first deriva-
tive gx along the intensity gradient by taking the
difference of gray values of adjacent pixels (perpen-
dicular to the edge direction). A line spread function
O(i) is computed using the following equation:

(}(i) = -f& (5)

2: gx(i)
;=0

where gx is the first derivative of the intensity func-
tion near the edge and N is the number of pixels
considered. The spread of 0- of the line spread func-
tion is computed using the expression for the stan-
dard deviation of the line spread function.

u = :t
( f (i -i)2(}(i)] t (6)

1=0

where i is the edge location. Although the height of
the edge is considered in this approach, the first
derivative in a noisy environment results in errone-
ous depth values.

The two methods described above attempt to esti-
mate the spread 0- of the point spread function which
is modeled as a Gaussian distribution. They assume
that the two surfaces separated by the edge are ho-
mogeneous and smooth. We found it difficult to use

Figure 4. Images of the probe while approaching an 1/0
pad.

the above methods in our application as we have a
mix of blurred and focused regions. Also the object
of interest (i.e., the probe) is at an angle to the optical
axis, and therefore the focus varies along its edges.
This can be observed in Figures 3 and 4. In addition,
in our environment, we do not have smoothed re-
gions or edges for estimation of proximity. The task
is made even more difficult by the fact that we have
to work with unconstrained illumination, back-
ground and hidden surfaces.

In order to eliminate the noise problem, which
is particularly accentuated through the use of the
Laplacian, we estimate the location of the zero
crossing and then use the original data around the
zero crossing to estimate 0- .In particular, we divide
the region around an edge into three sections. The
first and third sections belong to the background and
the blurred object, respectively, while the second
one belongs to the edge itself. We analyze these
three parts of the edge separately and calculate the
spread 0- of the point spread function contributing
to the blurring of the edge. By doing so, we arrived
at a robust procedure for estimating 0- and hence the
distance from the tip of the probe to the focal plane,
i.e. , the target pad. We have applied our algorithm
to images of different backgrounds such as those
shown in Figures 3 and 4. The following sections
describe the theoretical background to our ap-
proach, the details of the algorithm, and the results
obtained in our application.

3 Theoretical Development

We consider a step edgef(x) with magnitude IS, i.e.

{ k if x < O
f(x) = k + 6 if x ~ O (7)
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The line spread function of the camera with the lens pressed as an error functionl. However, by differ-
system is modeled as a Gaussian distribution entiating the above equation with respect to x, we

get
2I -x

g(x 0") = -e-;;-r (8)
.v2;0" I~ I = ~ (18)

ax x-o 0"v2;

The step edge is convolved with the line spread
function and yields a blurred edge. The blurred edge The function h(x.O") can be represented using
is represented by the following convolution function piecewise linear segments.

h(x.0").

k forxE(-00...pJh(x.O") = J ~ f(")g(x -".0")d" (9)

} ( ) " E ( )-~ 1 X.(T lor x P,. ..P,

=kr:g(x-",0")d" },(x.O") forxE(p,...)

" "
r~ h(x.O") = +Jo(k+o)g(x-".0")d" (10) ao(0")+a,(0")x forxE(p,-1...p,+J

J ~ L ~ },+1(X.O") forxE(p,+1.'.p,+,)
= k g(x-~,0")d"+o g(x-".0")d~

-~ O ? ?

(II)
k + O for x E (PJ. ..p~)

Taking the first term on the right hand side (19)

J ~ J ~ where J,(x.0"), J,(x,O") and J2+,(x,0") are piecewise
k -~g(x- ",(T)d" = -k -~g(x -",(T)d(x -,,) linear functions. Herepz is the point of zero crossing.

-~ In order to calculate 0" [using equation (18)], we must
= -k J~ g(T ,00)dT (12) calculate the derivative of the blurred edge at its

zero crossing and also the height of the step edge 5.
where we have changed the variable of integration This is.shown in Figures 5 and 6. In our case, we
t = -~ Then equation (11) can be written as approximate the blurred edge by a least-squares fito T x. of the piecewise linear segments. Then, we differen-

tiate this function with respect to x and evaluate the
h(x.O") = k r~g(T,0")dT + o t~g(T.0")dT (13) result at x = 0, i.e., at the point Pz in Figure 5.

Since I~I = a,(O") (20)

~~~~~~~~~====~===~~~

~~ ~-~~~~I

~~ !

1
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Figure 6. Edge profile for Figures 3 and 4.

4.1 Generation or an Edge Map or the Probe
For analyzing the neighborhood of a blurred edge

P1 we need to determine the location of the edge. The
procedure for obtaining the edge map of the probe
is described here, The image of the VLSI wafer

Probe consists of pads, probes, and layout patterns. Due
to bright through-the-lens illumination and different
reflection characteristics of the materials of the wa-
fer (e.g., substrate, metal, and poly-silicon) the im-

b) Surface around an edge age is corrupted by a considerable amount of noise.

Hence, for the extraction of edges, we smooth the
Figure 5. Ideal edge profile. image using a neighborhood of 3 x 3 pixels. The

probe, pad, and background have distinct grey lev-
els; we use these levels as threshold values for creat-

h(:!:CX) = limx-+:!:~ h(x,O") (23) ing their images. The edge map of the probe is gener-

ated from the zero crossings of the Laplacian of tJle
The standard deviation 0- (which from now on- probe image. Such an edge map is shown in Figures

ward we shall call "the blur parameter") of the 3 and 4.
Gaussian distribution allows us to determine the dis-
tance of the object using equation (2) or (4). We
have used the following algorithm to obtain different 4.2 Interpolation or the Edge Map
parameters in equation (21) , Due to the presence of noise, the edge map obtained

in the previous section is not continuous, but con-
tains gaps within the neighboring edges. These gaps

4 Algorithm are "filled in" with linear segments as follows: If
I th . t . d 'b th d .fti t t .(XI ,yJ and (X2 ,Yv are the end points of two adjacent
n lS sec ion we escn e e 1 eren s eps m ..,

1 .. (21) Th ..regIons, then the new pomt (Xnew.Ynew) at a dIstance

eva uatmg equation. ese processmg steps m- d f ( ) . 1 1 t d ' th ti II . ...rom x Y IS ca cu a e usmg e O owmg
clude the followmg: (a) obtalning an edge map of the t. I' I
probe, (b) using this estimate to find the actual zero equa Ion.

crossing and hence the "blur parameter" 0- along
each edge, and (c) correlating 0- with the measured x = Int [ x +

(-!!L )t
] (24)

distance of the probe from the surface of the pad. new I -I + m2
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[ i all the points (Xi'YJ in the perpendicular direction.

Yn~w = lnt YJ :t (-!!1- )] (25) The operator lnt in the above-ment~oned formulas
1 + -1- produces the rounded value of the nght hand side.

m2 Sixty pixels (i = 1,2,3, ...60) in the perpendicular

direction are considered for each edge. This number
where m is the slope of the line joining (Xi 'YI)' (X2' is determined experimentally to give a sufficiently
Y2). The operator lnt produces a rounded value of detailed profile for most of the edges in our images.
the right hand side of the above formula. The edges and the region of pixels in the perpendicu-

lar direction are highlighted in Figures 3 and 4.

4.3 Chaining or Edges
The probe is a conical object and the projection of ~.5 Extraction or the Three Regions
this on the image plane has a triangular shape. We m an.Edge ~rofile .
can observe this in Figures 3 and 4. The edges in the In t~IS. section we des~nbe. the procedure for de-
image plane represent the boundaries of the conical termlmng the three regions ID the edge profile. The
surface of the probe. Also, the probe is at an angle v~rtical cross section (profile of the edges) obtained
to the optical axis of the microscope. The end point with the above procedure (previous section) consti-
of the tip is considered as the first element of the tutes the blurred edge. The degree of the blur 0- at
edge map. The next element of the edge map is each edge p'!int can be ca~culated from the slope of
located by searching the neighborhood and then link- the edge at ItS zero crossIDg, and the height of the
ing to the first one. This chaining is continued up to edge [see ~q. (21)]. In our ap~lication, the height of
the mount of the probe, i.e. , until the farthest end is the edge IS the grey level difference between the
reached. This procedure results in a linked list of the two regions, i.e. , the body of the probe and the
edges starting from the tip to the mount. background. The edge location computed using a

Laplacian (described in section 4.1) may not be the
true zero crossing of the edge profile. Hence we

4.4 Detennination or Pixels Perpendicular recalculate the zero crossing of the Laplacian using
to Edges the following procedure. All the grey levels along
The blurring around each edge in the edge map is the perpendicular direction are fitted with a polyno-
analyzed. More specifically, we have to analyze the mial. A zero crossing of the second order derivative
pixels perpendicular to each edge. This section de- of this polynomial is taken as the true edge. The
scribes the procedure for determining these pixels. shape of the edge profile is shown in Figure 5. The

Each probe pixel in the image plane is the vertical point Pz denotes the zero crossing and points PI and
projection of the three-dimensional surface of the PJ denote the two extrema of the edge. The points
probe. Also, the grey levels of the pixels depend on PI and PJ for every edge profile are obtained by
the blurring due to defocusing. So the grey level detecting the zero crossings of the third order deriva-
profile around all the edges is considered for the tive of the edge profile. All the grey values of the
calculation of the blur parameter 0- .As per our as- points with coordinates in the range from the first
sumption in equation (7), a profile of the edge is point on the perpendicular direction to P I are consid-
perpendicular to the edge. This profile is a set of ered to belong to the body of the probe. The grey
image pixels lying normal to the edge under consid- levels of points with coordinates in the range (p I ,
eration. For each edge at (x,Y) with slope m, we PJ) are considered to belong to the edge. Finally, the
calculate a point (Xi'Yi) in the direction perpendicu- grey levels of points with coordinates from PJ to the
lar to the edge and at a distance di from (x,Y) using last point on the perpendicular direction (point 60 in
the following formula: our case) are considered to belong to the back-

ground. These three sets of grey levels are used in[ ( )] the next step to calculate the blur parameter 0- .

dl + X2 + (Y -C)2
Yi = lnt c :t: [1 + ! ]2 4.6 Piecewise Plane Fitting Around the Surface

m or the Edge
To determine the accurate slope of the edge profile

Xi = lnt [ ~ ] (26) (ev~n for noisy profiles) we have used the neigh-
m bonng edge profiles. This operation is valid since all

..the edge profiles are formed by a single object
By varyIDg the distance di(i = 1, 2, 3, ...) we find (probe) and the background. Thus, in order to evalu-
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the calculated value of 0- for ten sets of experimental value of (7 for the correspondin.g edge in th.e im~ge
data is discussed in section 6.2. Finally, with this of the probe. Least-~qua~es fitting of a ~tral~ht lIne
value of 0- the actual distance can also be evaluated through all these pOInts IS also shown In Figure 8.
using equ~tion (2) or (4). For this, we require the W~ can ~bserve from this figur~ that t~e probe orie~-
optical constants obtained from the specifications of tatlon with respect to the optical axls.c~n be estl-
the microscope and the camera [8 12]. mated from the measurement of 0- .This IS a useful

, feature in understanding orientation using blurring.

6 1 D .~ . L B k d The procedure described above, i.e., fitting a
.I..uslon ayer as ac groun ...

Images of ."0 ba k d .. f straight lIne along the probe, IS repeated for all the
Unll' rm c groun , I.e., Images a non- .hl h ..

inscribed wafers are considered in this section and Images :-v ! e t e probe IS ~pproachlng the wafer .
the value of 0- is calculated using equation (21). A The. van~tlon of 0- for each.lmage (repres.ented by a
sequence of frames (images of the probe and back- st~alght lIne) of the ~robe IS shown In Figure 9. In
ground) w .th k a d . t c . t d Th this figure, all the lInes are staggered and almost

I n wn IS an e IS cap ure .ese are .
shown in Figure 3. We can observe in the figure that par~llel to each other. T?e botto~ lIne represents
the image of the probe is blurred when the probe is the I~age of the probe w~lle touchIng the wafer. The
"far" from the wafer. The last frame in Figure 3 top lIne represents the Image of:he probe farthest
represents the probe when it is touchin the wafer. away ~rom the wafer surf~ce. This co~firms our as-
In our ex erimental set-u the robe isgat an an le sumptlon that the probe IS appro~chlng the wafer

~ ..p .p .9 through movement along the z axls .
to the optical axls. SInce the microscope IS focused
on the wafer, the mount of the probe is more blurred
compared to the tip. Although the wafer surface in 6.2 Metal Pad as Background
Figure 3 appears smooth, the grey level surface is The second set of images considered as the input/
rough due to the specular and diffused noise (Figure output (I/0) pads. A sequence of images was ana-
6). The situation is further aggravated by the blurred Iyzed as the probe approaches the wafer. These are
image of the probe. Even then, the results are satis- shown in Figure 4. There are two visible layers in
factory. the image of the wafer; metal and substrate. The

The edge profile of the probe is obtained as de- metal region is bright and consequently has very
scribed in section 4. Consecutive images are ana- high contrast with the probe. The tip is positioned
Iyzed while the probe is approaching the wafer. For at the center of the 1/0 pad. As the tip of the probe
each image, the value of 0- at every edge of the probe is very sharp, the loci of the perpendiculars to the
is calculated. The variation of 0- along the surface of edges consist of different regions in the image. Also,
the probe (while it is touching the surface) is shown the edge profiles at the point of contact are corrupted
in Figure 8. Each point in this figure represents the by the high intensity reflections from the metal sur-
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a major buyer of vision hardware and software. The
2 high precision required by this industry can only

be achieved using high resolution optics and vision
2 systems, particularly since the introduction of

VLSI. The increased complexity and small feature
2 size of VLSI circuits have created challenging re-

search problems in several manufacturing areas.
b I Machine vision has been successfully applied to wa-

j fer inspection, die and wire bonding, and testing.
12 However, t.here are several areas such as automatic

wafer probIng where further research of a more in-
8 t terdisciplinary nature is required. In wafer probing,

metallic probes are used to contact the surfaces of
4 + + the wafer. Compliant and reliable probing is a highly

+ skilled operation which has to be repeated with good

o accuracy. In this paper, we described a method for
0 .0 estimating the depth of an object, which is used in

DIstance from the wafer(Jl.m) guiding the probe to the pad. This method estimates

F.
10 D .. f the depth of an object using information concerning

Igure .evlatlon rom mean value of u. blurring around the edges.

The methods suggested by Pentland [8, 9] and
face. Moreover, the surface of the probe near the Subbarao [ 12] use second and first derivatives of the
boundary of the metal pads does not have a homoge- intensity profiles perpendicular to the edge. Because
neous background (Figure 4). This is not desirable of the derivative calculations along the entire cross
because irregular edge profiles result in inaccurate section, these methods are sensitive to noise and are
<T values. Because of the above-mentioned reasons, ~ot suitable for some uncontrolled environments,
we have considered the edge profiles over a small like the application considered in this thesis, where
region (30 edge profiles) near the tip and calculated the image is corrupted by noise due to incorrect
the average value of <T for this region. The values of illumination, motion, etc. In our method, we need
<T for various frames while the probe is approaching to find the slope of the edge profile at one point, i.e.,
the wafer are shown in Figure 10. at the zero crossing. In order to estimate the slope

The final objective for the measurement of <T is of an edge, even in the presence of noise, we fit a
the controlled guidance of the probe to the target !,lane surface in the neighborhood of the zero cross-
pad. The degree of confidence in the measurement Ing. The slope of this plane is used in calculating <T .
of <T and subsequently the estimation of distance is I~ contrast to other methods, our estimates the slope
an important consideration in any new technique, directly from the image, which is hence less suscepti-
and ours is no exception. We describe below some ble to noise.
experimental results to meet this consideration. One In order to confirm our theory as well as to test it
useful observation in our application is that only in a real environment, we have applied it to deter-
metal pads are used as contact points in any VLSI mine the distance of a probe from the surface of a
design. Therefore, we have considered 10 sets of VLSI wafer. We have considered 10 sets of images
images, where each set contains images of the probe of different VLSI wafers belonging to different
while approaching different metal pads. For each batches in the fabrication process. The parameter
image of the probe, the value of <T is calculated which is uniformly varied in all these images is the
as described in the previous paragraph. The mean blur parameter <T .It can be observed from Figures
values of all 10 sets are plotted against the distance 8 and 9 that similar values of <T were obtained for
and are shown in Figure 10. The deviation of <T for different backgrounds. This confirms our theory and
each distance is also shown. By observing the figure, shows that <T can be used as a measure in guiding
we can conclude that for any calculated value of <T the probe to its destination on the wafer. The devia-
it is possible to estimate the distance of the probe tion in the measurement of <T can be reduced by
and hence the required Z-drive to the probe. considering a higher number of grey levels (e.g. 256)

than in the present set-up (64 levels). Another con-
7 Conclusions cern is in the measurement of 8 [the height of the

...step edge in equation (21)]. The values of 8 need
The se~l~onductor Industr~ .IS one of the pri.ncipal to be calibrated for different settings of the lamp
beneficlanes of computer vision research. It IS also illumination. This will further improve the measure-
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ment. Due to the above-mentioned limitations, we Dantu RV, Dimopoulos Nl, Patel RV, AI-Khalili AJ (1989)
use this method for coarse measurement of distance Micromanipulator vision for wafer probing, IEEE
of the probe from the wafer. Transactions on Semiconductor Manufacturing, vol. 2,

Another interesting observation is that a pp. 114-117 .,
smoother variation of 0- is observed for a uniform Engl WL (1986) Process and.D~vlce Modellmg. Amster-

.dam: North-Holland Publlshmg Company
background, e.g. a sIngle layer of the background G P (1987) D th f & P tt R cog , ...rossmann ep rom lOCUS, a ern e m-

matenal (Figure 3), .than for nonunlfor~ back- tion Letters, vol. 5, pp. 63-69

grounds, e.g. one havIng several layers (Figure 4). Hausler G, Korner E (1984) Simple focusing criterion,
Hence a blurred object on a uniform background Applied Optics, vol. 23
gives a more accurate measure of the distance from Hwang T, Clark 11, Yuille AL (1989) A depth recovery
the object to the background. Also, we observe that algorithm using defocus information, IEEE Computer
the slope of the plane near zero crossings, for dif- Society International Conference on Pattern Recogni-
ferent backgrounds, varies very significantly and tion, San Diego, California
agrees with common experience that a blurred object Marapan~ SB, Trive~i MM, (1~89) Region-based st~reo
looks sharper against a high contrast background analysis for robotic applications, IEEE Transactions

. h . f .& on Systems Man and Cybernetics vol. 19 pp.than agaInst a low contrast one. T IS type o lfilorma- 1447-1464 ' , , ,

tion may ~Iso be us~d for identifying. boundaries Pentland AP (1987) A new sense for depth of field, IEEE
between different regions. Our human visual system Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelli-
can neither estimate nor identify the vertical orienta- gence, vol. 9, pp. 523-531
tion of the probe by viewing along the optical axis PentlandAP,DarreIT,TurkM,HuangW(1989)Asimple
(see Figures 3 and 4). But it is possible through real-time range camera, in IEEE Computer Society
machine vision to obtain this information by measur- International Conference on Computer Vision and Pat-
ing the blur parameter of the blurred object (Figure tern Recognition, San Diego, California
9). This interesting result may be useful in other Subbarao M, Natarajan G (1988) Depth recovery from
applications of machine perception. blurred edges, IEEE Computer Society International

Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recogni-
tion, Ann Arbor, Michigan, pp. 498-503
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